
ART. III — The Roman "Signal" Tower at Johnson's Plain, Cumbria
By D.J. WOOLLISCROFT AND S.A.M. SWAIN

S part of a programme of research on Roman military dispositions on Stainmore,
Cumbria, excavations were carried out on the Roman tower of Johnson's Plain (NY

844 1 49) . The work was undertaken by students of Manchester University and volunteer
diggers under the direction of Mr D.J. Woolliscroft, with the kind permission of the
Stoves family of Banks Gate Farm, owners of the land.

Background

In 1951, 1 Sir Ian Richmond proposed the existence of a long range Roman signalling
system between the fortress of Legio VI at York and the presumed headquarters of
Hadrian's Wall at Stanwix. As evidence he cited a series of seven structures beside the
Roman road over Stainmore (the A66), which he took to be five Roman signal towers and
two fortlets. Unfortunately, however, no two of these sites seem to be of the same design,
and at the time, only two had been excavated sufficiently to provide a date.'

Forty years later there has still been no additional published excavation of Richmond's
sites.' This means that although the existence of a signalling system is often quoted as
fact,4 it is still impossible to be sure that any of these sites are Roman, except the original
two and even they are not contemporary. These problems have recently been emphasised
by the work of R.A.H. Farrar who also provided more accurate site plans, 5 and whose
work, despite minor errors, 6 has greatly influenced our own.

In recent years, however, aerial surveys by Dr N.J. Higham and Professor G.D.B.
Jones,' have led to the recognition of a new and apparently uniform class of monument
on the Stainmore road, which take a form, similar to a normal late first or early second
century timber, Roman signal tower. Three of these sites were found in the 1970's
(Augill Bridge NY 818147), Punchbowl (NY 829148) and Johnson's Plain itself between
Brough and Maiden Castle and a fourth was recognised earlier by J. K. St Joseph further
west at Castrigg (NY 675222). 8 The spacing of the group to the east of Brough may
suggest that two more sites remain to be discovered, one between Brough and Augill
Bridge and one to the east of Johnson's Plain. 9

These sites consist of a small round central mound surrounded by two ring ditches
crossed by a causeway and their identification was re-affirmed by a small excavation
carried out at Augill Bridge on its discovery in 1975. This found "V" shaped ditches and
two large post holes on the lip of the central mound, which were presumed to have been
the corner posts of a two period, and thus reasonably long lived, tower. No dating
evidence was found, however, and it seemed desirable that further excavation should
take place to learn more about these sites.'°
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The Site

Johnson's Plain (Fig. t) stands at the top of a commanding scarp on the northern edge
of the valley of the River Belah and its tributary the Argill Beck. It occupies a strong
defensive position with the ground sloping steeply away on all sides except the north and
north-west and lies some too m north of and 20 m above the presumed line of the Roman
road. The site commands a superb 36o° field of view, especially to the west, where one
can see far into Edendale and beyond and, in particular, one can see almost all the
Roman and supposed Roman sites in its vicinity. These include the fort of Brough (NY
792141) 5.i km to the west and the fortlet of Maiden Castle (NY 872131) 34 km away
on its eastern horizon, as well as Punchbowl and Augill Bridge. Only Roper Castle (NY
882112), whose date is anyway uncertain, lies out of sight.

The site was discovered from the air by Higham and Jones and is visible on the surface
as a circular depression 24 m in diameter (Fig.2) of obviously artificial origin. There are
faint signs of an entrance to the south.

Geophysical and Surface Survey

The nature of the site as a surface depression (24 m in diameter and up to 90 cm deep)
with no visible sign of ditches, and only the impression of a central mound, made its
identification as a signal tower, rather than a quarry or similar feature, seem doubtful.
Nevertheless, surface, magnetometer and resistivity surveys were undertaken by the first
writer in 1988. The site is virtually inert magnetically, but surface sections and resistivity
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FIG.2.
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plottings (Fig.2) revealed a double ring ditch surrounding a central area 5-6 m in
diameter with a break in the ditches for an entrance at the south, consistent with a site
oriented towards the Roman road."

The Excavations

With the exception of a small trial ditch section (Ti) excavated in 1988, the
excavations were carried out in the summer of 1989, under conditions of extreme
drought. These reduced the natural subsoil of heavy clay and rock fragments to concrete
and made the discovery of timber features very difficult, especially in plan. In all, seven
trenches were dug on the site (Fig. 3). Trenches 1, 4, 6 and 7 sectioned the ditches.
Trenches 2 and 3 stripped the interior and Trench 5 investigated the butt ends of the
ditches and the western side of the entrance causeway.

The Ditch System

Excavation confirmed the existence of the twin ring ditches predicted by the survey
work. These were basically "V" shaped in section although the width and profile of both
ditches varied considerably (Figs. 4 and 5), perhaps because of the intractable nature of
the hard gritstone bedrock into which they were cut.

As can be seen from the sections the outer ditch profile varies from an archetypal
Roman military "V" shape with "ankle breaker" sump' (e.g. T 1), to a more rounded
profile (e.g. T6 and 7), whilst the inner ditch ranges from the classic "V" shape to a
shallow, flat bottomed profile (T7), which gives the impression of being unfinished.
Even the "V" profiles show variation. Some are distinctly asymmetrical, and one, T6
(inner), lacks a clear "ankle breaker". On average both ditches are 2.09 m wide and
0.95 m deep, although for reasons that will be discussed below, we do not believe that
the entire original depth survives. Neither ditch showed any sign of having been re-cut,
although a thin layer of silt and charcoal in the inner ditch in T6 was initially interpreted
as such. The butt ends are fairly abrupt (Fig.6) and thus form a rather flat curve, and the
entrance way shows no surviving trace of metalling. The western butt end of the outer
ditch was found to be partially filled with burned material. This contained a number of
degraded animal bones and large numbers of burnt, square sectioned nails, but no
datable finds were made.

The ditches would appear to have been laid out with great accuracy. For example, the
central area, as defined by the inner lip of the inner ditch is a perfect circle (8.5 m in
diameter) to within 20 cm. Likewise, the ditch bottoms define almost perfect circles and
may have specifically surveyed in. They also run at a very constant distance of 5 m apart
so that there is virtually no eccentricity in their orbits (c. 10-15 cm), although the
ditches' uneven widths cause greater fluctuations in the separation of the ditch tops.

There are clear signs of two external palisades around the outer ditch, c. 6o cm apart.
These take the form of quite substantial posts, c. 25 cm in diameter, 13 set at intervals into
a small, square sectioned, marking out slot. Only in T7 were two posts from the same
palisade found together in plan, but here at least, the interval between posts was c. 40 cm,
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FIG.3.
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as measured from their centres. Oddly no such post holes were found at the butt ends, but
this may be a result of the unfavourable site conditions. It was not possible to determine
with certainty whether the two palisades represented two different periods, or a genuine
double structure. However, it should be noted that although both palisades were only
seen together in T i , they seem to run at a remarkably constant distance both from each
other and from the outer ditch centre line. This means that in those sections where only
one of the palisades was detected, it was possible to say which of them had been found. 14

In all, the site is 22 m in diameter including the palisades, and 20 m without them.
In addition to these external palisades, there may have been another between the two

ditches, as another 25 cm post hole was found behind the outer ditch in Ti . No such
feature was found in the other sections, however, and the matter remains uncertain.

The site now appears as a substantial depression, which originally caused the writers
and others 15 to doubt its interpretation as a tower. These excavations, however, found
that the ditches had been deliberately back-filled with material that was mostly identical
to the natural subsoil. Yet the broad, low, upcast mounds of original ditch material
which surround the site appear to be substantially intact. It seems likely, therefore, that
the depression has been caused by the site's builders raising the ground outside the
ditches with their upcast and then lowering the level of the site itself by back-filling the
ditches with material from the interior. It is noteworthy that in the inter ditch space the
top soil often rests right on the bedrock, whereas over the rest of the site there is a fairly
thick layer of subsoil. This material may thus have been thrown into the ditches, a
process which may have destroyed much of the evidence for the inter ditch palisade.
Furthermore, the subsoil throughout the central area is appreciably thinner than
elsewhere in the same field and some of the central postholes (see below) are rather
shallower than one might expect for their diameter. Material from here may thus have
also been cast into the ditches, further lowering the interior. This cannot, however, be
the whole story. The outer ditch is dug a little way inside the lip of the depression, whilst
the upcast mounds begin a little outside it, so that human activity may only have
exaggerated a pre-existing natural feature. Nevertheless, it seems likely that the Roman
ground level was higher than the modern surface and that the ditches were originally
somewhat deeper than we see them today.

Two more aspects of the ditch system stand out as noteworthy. Firstly, the ditches
contain virtually no primary silt. The "ankle breakers", where present, had silted to a
depth of 5—io cm, but elsewhere there was only the thinnest film of silt on the ditch
bottoms, which was often so thin that it was only visible with care and cannot be shown on
the drawn sections. This presumably means that the ditches were either back-filled almost
immediately after they were dug, or that they were kept scrupulously clean while in use.

A second oddity is that the entrance breaks in the inner and outer ditches appear to be
slightly askew to one another, with the break in the inner ditch oriented slightly more to
the south-west than that of the outer.

The Interior

The central area (Fig.6) was found to be slightly larger in diameter (8.5 m) than the
surface feature and resistivity survey had led us to expect, so that the two interior
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trenches, total area (7 m) 2 , (time did not allow their extension) proved to be slightly west
of centre and did not quite include the entire central platform.

In all, 19 postholes were found in the interior, and these fall into two distinct classes.
Class A contained posts c. 26 cm in diameter, and were set in post pits of up to 7o cm in
diameter, which were cut into the bedrock and survived to depths of up to 47 cm. Class
B were much smaller with no discernible post pit and with the postholes themselves
measuring only about 19 cm in diameter and 2o-25 cm in depth. Two of the class B
postholes were cut into class A features and are, therefore, later.

With one exception (PH A1) the class A postholes form a rectangular structure (4.25
m), 2 which is presumably the central tower. It would appear to take an unusual, but
precedented (see below), form with four posts per side, rather than the more normal one
post at each corner and it is also slightly larger than the average for a Roman timber
tower. In all, however, only one complete side was found and only nine of an anticipated
twelve postholes came to light. The missing posthole from the south side should lie
under the bulk between trenches 2 and 3, which time did not allow us to remove, but the
other two absentees (one each from the north and east sides) may simply have eluded us
in the difficult conditions. No sign of side cladding was found and there would appear to
be no internal posts. The tower was thus an open framework supported entirely by its
sides. The one class A posthole which did not form part of this structure lies very close to
the entrance and may have been part of some form of gateway.

The tower is a perfect square, to an accuracy of just a few centimetres, although there
is a certain amount of irregularity in the spacing of the middle two posts on each side. It
sits slightly to the west of the centre of the platform, and like the inner ditch its
orientation is slightly askew to the centre line through the entrance way (taking the outer
ditch as the fixed reference), in this case facing slightly east of south.

Not enough class B postholes were found to give any clear idea of what they represent.
Four are found together (B2,3,4 and 5 in T2) in the western part of the central area,
where they form a straight line 3.3 m long. The most northerly of these (B4) cuts into a
class A posthole showing that the line is later than the main tower, and as these first came
to light it was thought that they might represent one side of a second period tower. This
is still not impossible, but no further evidence was found and such a tower would have
been much smaller and less sturdy than the primary tower as well as lying at a still
greater angle to the gateway. A further group of four class B postholes (B 1 i , 12,14 and i5
in T3) lie towards the north-east corner of the main tower in a configuration which
suggests a right angled corner. They do not appear to relate to the alignment of the first
class B group, but again one of them (B14) cuts a class A posthole, so that this group too
is later than the tower. A further isolated class B posthole (B 17) was found a little south
of the tower in a position which could relate to the north-eastern group. No datable finds
were made.

Parallels and interpretation

Although no datable material was found anywhere on the site, the basic design of a
timber tower surrounded by ring ditches is so common and so distinctive, that Higham
and Jones' initial identification of the site as a Roman signal/watch tower can no longer
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be seriously doubted. Such towers can be found in many parts of northern Britain and
many twin ditched examples could be quoted, including Sheilhill North and South, near
Ardoch in Scotland. They are also common in Germany and elsewhere and typically date
to the Flavian period, and in particular to the 8o's and 9o's A.D.

We have been unable to find any one site which exactly parallels Johnson's Plain, but
precedents can also be found for all the unusual features of the site. For example, this
tower is large and stands on twelve rather than the more usual four posts. Studies of
Roman timber towers have been hampered to a certain extent by a tendency amongst
archaeologists to only look for four posts, as can be seen in some of the, surprisingly rare,
reports where trench plans are shown. Nevertheless, there does seem to be at least one
parallel in Britain for a twelve post tower: Black Hill to the east of Inchtuthil in
Scotland, 16 which was excavated by Richmond in the 1930's.

Richmond was unable to excavate the whole site, most of which had been destroyed by
an earlier excavation, but he was able to reveal a tower (4.3 m) 2 and in addition to corner
posts, a second post was found on the tower's south-east side. Richmond interprets this
as a doorway, but his site plan shows a larger than average tower bearing a close
resemblance to Johnson's Plain.

Likewise, the odd orientation of the tower and inner ditch, whilst rare in Britain
(assuming most published plans are fully objective), is not especially unusual elsewhere,
and a remarkable parallel can be seen in WP 2/27 17 on the Upper German Limes. This
site has an almost identical layout to Johnson's Plain and again its inner ditch causeway
faces slightly to the right of that of the outer ditch, whilst the tower itself (here built on
just four posts) faces slightly to the left. No post holes were found outside the ditches,
but as an additional parallel WP 2/27 even shows signs of an inter-ditch palisade.

The excavations at Johnson's Plain represent the first near total excavation of a
Stainmore tower to be carried out, and have revealed a great deal about the site, some of
which should be applicable to its sister sites in the area. In particular it does now seem
certain that the group are Roman signal/watch towers and not barrows as has sometimes
been suggested. Perhaps the most frustrating aspect of the excavation was the total
absence of closely datable material. This is hardly unusual on a Roman tower site, but a
date for Johnson's Plain would be strong circumstantial evidence as a date for the rest of
the group. One cannot help but notice that all the parallels cited above, including Black
Hill and WP 2/27 are Flavian, and an early date may also be suggested by the fact that
the Castrigg tower is overlain by what may be a Maiden Castle, and thus second century,
type fortlet, but a firm date must await further excavation.' 8

Notes and References

I.A. Richmond, "A Roman Arterial Signalling System in the Stainmore Pass", in W.F. Grimes (ed.), Aspects
of Archaeology in Britain and Beyond (London, 1951), 293ff.

2 Maiden Castle and Barrock Fell. The excavations at Maiden Castle are unpublished, but summaries suggest
an Antonine date, see R.G. Collingwood, CW2, xv, 192ff and R.G. Collingwood, CW2, xxvii, 17off.
Barrock Fell is late fourth century, R.G. Collingwood, CW2, xxxi, Riff.

3 Bowes Moor (NY 830125) is under excavation at the time of writing.
e.g. B.R. Hartley and R.L. Fitts, The Brigantes (Gloucester, 1988), 37.
R.A.H. Farrar, "Roman Signal Stations Over the Stainmore and Beyond", BAR International Series, 71i
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6 Farrar mistakenly states i.a. that Roper Castle cannot see the fortlet of Maiden Castle and that the
Punchbowl cannot see Brough Fort.
N.J. Higham and G.D.B. Jones, The Carvetii (Gloucester, 1985), 44-51.

8 J.K.St Joseph. ,SRS 41 ( 1 95 1 ), 53. The ring structure was apparently cut into during the construction of
later defences for a possible fortlet. He also reports one of the sites east of Brough, probably Punchbowl,
although it is impossible to be certain from his text.

9 As Castrigg was replaced by what may be a fortlet, it is possible that Maiden Castle may also overlie a tower.
10 A resistivity survey by the writers at Brackenber (NY 708198), one of Richmond's original sites confirmed

the surface indications that the site has only one ditch.
" The computer plotting programme used reproduces the square resistivity data grid as a rectangle.
12 It has sometimes been suggested that the bottom sump of Roman ditches was an unintentional creation of

cleaning, this is out of the question in rock of this hardness.
13 The palisade post holes are drawn as they appeared in the cut sections, which was not always across their

centre lines. They were in fact uniform in size.
14 T6 found the inner palisade and T's 4 and 7 the outer.
15 Farrar op.cit. note 5 does not seem to have considered it worthy of mention, although its discovery had been

announced when he wrote.
16 I.A. Richmond. P.S.A.S. 89, (1956), 37ff.
17 ORL, Strecke 2, Abt,A, Band,', Tafel,7e.
18 The writers would like to thank the Society for their generous grant towards the work.
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